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THE NEED 
Positioned in South LA, our university sits at the intersection of meaningful resources and community needs.. From 
homelessness to food access to water conservation, Los Angeles is notorious for some of the most wicked challenges of our 
generation. Students actively volunteer and participate in social justice movements, yet many students step onto campus 
unaware of the possibilities for improving the world not only with their volunteer time, but with their talent. Though 
philanthropic organizations and short-term opportunities exist, Design for America is the only organization to provide 
aspiring changemakers with the yearlong community and resources to discover opportunities and build models of impact 
from start to finish.   

THE FIT  
The University of Southern California is brimming with philanthropic and entrepreneurial spirit. From engineering to 
cognitive science to fine arts to environmental science, students across disciplines are itching to build, to create, and to 
apply their skills to something meaningful. USC has been placing more and more of an emphasis on social 
entrepreneurship and innovation, as exemplified by the recent infusions of funding for the Brittingham Social Enterprise 
Lab, Blackstone Launchpad / Annenberg Innovation Lab, and Iovine and Young Academy for Innovation. With available 
university resources, a burgeoning movement of changemakers in Greater Los Angeles, and a pool of motivated student 
talent, Design for America fills the niche of connectivity.  

THE VISION 
We believe in learning by doing. We believe that you can make a difference right now – that you shouldn’t have to wait 
until graduation to do some good in the world. The landscape of social impact players in LA is vibrant, yet slightly 
fragmented. As an accelerator for impact across multiple problem spaces, our studio aspires to contribute to the 
connectivity of the community and the health of a better Los Angeles by 2020.  
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THE PITCH 
What do you care about solving? From childhood obesity to water insecurity, the most wicked challenges of our time are 
opportunities for innovation. And the best solutions – the most innovative value propositions – are often grounded in deep 
insights on human behavior. 

Design for America is your platform to actively work toward those solutions – whether products, installations, or 
campaigns – with design thinking as your toolkit and with passionate people by your side. Engineers working alongside 
journalists and business strategists and artists – a harmony of creative energy geared toward making an impact in our 
local environment. 

Human-centered design requires action and iteration. Go beyond your comfort zone, ideate and prototype furiously, 
understand people like never before. Whether you aspire to break into the industry or to grow as a problem-solver – take 
the leap. 

THE MODEL 
By the end of a DFA project engagement, the goal is to create impact, whether in the form of a product, service, 
partnership, or installation. Our studio equips members with the community, culture, industry mentorship, venture growth 
opportunities, and design resources to develop untapped skillsets and mindsets, to better understand the landscape and 
theories of change in Los Angeles, and to connect with a family that is unparalleled in passion and talent. 

In the next five years, we aspire to become the go-to organization for any students passionate about creating positive 
impact in the world around us. We seek to grow our ecosystem among university organizations with relevant interests in 
social impact, maker culture, and entrepreneurial spirit. We strive to sustain ongoing relationships with fellow 
organizations in Greater Los Angeles 


